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Abstract—Fully cloudified mobile network infrastructure,
which is featured by the joint deployment of heterogeneous cloud
radio access networks and edge computing, will successfully cope
with the data deluge by densely deploying virtualized wireless
base stations and servers while providing the system design with
high flexibility, reliability, availability, and scalability. On the
other hand, the massive replication of the wireless and computing infrastructure will significantly increase the energy footprint
to prohibitive levels. In order to gain actionable insights on
energy-efficiency for a fully cloudified mobile network infrastructure, this paper first presents a comprehensive survey of the
recent research breakthroughs on each building block of the
system, namely: remote radio heads, baseband unit pool, fronthaul, backhaul, HetNet, and edge and cloud computing. Next,
we consolidate the discussion with the challenges and open issues
of a joint operation.
Index Terms—H-CRANs, HetNets, energy efficiency, edge
computing, cloudified mobile network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IRELESS industry is undergoing a thorough
cloudification process of its infrastructure that
will deeply impact the way that the networks are designed,
deployed, operated, managed, and optimized. Ultimately,
this digital transformation, which will serve as a catalyst
for industry innovations, will unleash the potential for new
services and products, resulting in an increase of competitiveness in the fierce information and communication technology
(ICT) landscape with the delivery of unprecedented enterprise
services. Giants like Huawei and Ericsson are instances of
companies that are promoting this cloudification process.
From a technical perspective, the cloudification process
translates into the adoption of heterogeneous cloud radio
access networks (H-CRAN) and edge computing. H-CRAN,
which is a merge between heterogeneous networks (HetNets)
and cloud radio access networks (C-RANs), has recently
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gained considerable attention in the literature due to its economical (low capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operational
expenditure (OPEX)) and technical (high data rates over a
large coverage area) benefits. H-CRAN is featured by an
evolved base station architecture that performs all the signal processing and resource control virtually and centrally
while allowing for an ultra dense deployment of heterogeneous relay stations to cope with signals to and from users
equipment. In addition to overhauling the wireless infrastructure, the cloudification process will bring computing closer
to the end user. Furthermore, it will support network function virtualization (NFV) and software defined networking
(SDN), which ease the dynamic adjustment of network parameters and enable global network control towards maximizing
the energy efficiency in base stations, backhaul, and servers.
Under the umbrella of interchangeable terms such as mobile
edge computing, fog computing, and cloudlets, edge computing will revolutionize the mobile industry by attaching a small
cloud one-hop-away from users which will streamline the provision of applications such as face recognition, augmented
reality content delivery, big data analytics, and storage, to
name a few.
Embedded in this cloudification process, which will rearchitecture the network infrastructure, is the mindset to abide
by the need to urgently reduce the energy footprint of the ICT
sector which alone accounts for 3% of the entire global energy
consumption and 2% of the total CO2 emissions [1]. As for
the mobile sector, it bites 0.5% of the entire global energy [2]
where radio access networks (RANs) responds for 70% of
it. Considering the computing counterpart, data centers have
similar energy footprint figures where servers dominate the
energy consumption with about 50% to 90% of total energy
consumption. Since most the energy is drained at the wireless
infrastructure and at the servers, there is a huge concern to
address energy efficiency in a joint H-CRAN and edge computing deployment specially for an ultra dense deployment
where wireless access points and servers will be massively
integrated and replicated.
In order to shed the light on this issue, this article presents
a comprehensive review of the recent breakthroughs on energy
efficiency on H-CRAN and cloud computing individually and
consolidates the discussion with the challenges and open issues
of a joint deployment. To the best of our knowledge, this
paper stands outs from previous work in the literature by
uniquely addressing the full cloudification process where wireless infrastructure and edge computing are individually and
jointly taken into account.
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Fully cloudified mobile network infrastructure.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
we overview the architecture for a H-CRAN and edge
computing joint deployment. Next, we individually address
the sustainable design initiatives in either technology in
Sections III and IV, respectively, followed by an analysis of the
challenges and open issues in Section V. Finally, Section VI
presents the closing remarks.

II. N ETWORK A RCHITECTURE
Fig. 1 illustrates the network architecture in which communication and computing systems are fully virtualized. From the
wireless network standpoint, the infrastructure represents the
H-CRAN which is a merge of C-RAN and HetNets. C-RANs
consist of remote radio heads (RRHs), baseband unit (BBU)
pool, and wire/wireless fronthaul links. RRHs operate as soft
relays that compress and forward signals from user equipments (UEs) to be processed in the centralized BBUs via
wire/wireless fronthaul links, and vice versa. The BBU acts
like a virtual base station (VBS) that provides signal processing and resource control. The assignment of BBUs to each
RRH can be either in a distributed manner, whereby a RRH
directly associates with its exclusive available BBU, or a centralized manner in which all RRHs enter a central processing
entity that schedules and allocates processing resources among
the RRHs. The former is easier to implement and the latter is
more efficient in terms of benefiting the optimal resource management as well as offering the capabilities of implementing
various algorithms such as interference cancellation, handover
management, and RRH sleeping mechanisms [3]. HetNets, on
the other hand, operate as multi-tier networks (e.g., macrocell
with femtocells) that comprise multiple radio access technologies (RATs) in a unified entity. The nodes in H-CRANs
are referred to as high-power nodes (HPNs) or low-power

nodes (LPNs). HPNs provide seamless coverage, control signals (control plane is decoupled from data plane) to avoid
unnecessary handovers in small cells, and backward compatibility with existing cellular networks. On the other hand, LPNs
provide high data rates in the zones under their coverage, and
increase network capacity through spatial frequency reuse [4].
A virtualized physical server, which is attached to the base
station, is the pivotal building block of edge computing. Server
virtualization optimizes the utilization of physical server’s
hardware resources by sharing them among multiple virtual
machines (VMs). To orchestrate the execution of multiple
VMs, a software layer called hypervisor or virtual machine
monitor (VMM) is installed on the physical server. This installation process can be performed in two different ways: type-1
and type-2. For a type-1 deployment, the hypervisor runs
directly on the physical hardware while for the type-2, it runs
on the host operating system. As a result, type-1 deployment
has better performance and less overhead when compared to
the type-2 one, in addition to providing a more granular control. Each VM represents a specific computing environment
with its own operating system, disk space, memory, and CPU
cycles. To prevent performance degradation from taking place,
VMs are isolated from one another while sharing the same
physical host.
The benefits of the server virtualization are beyond the
cost-effectiveness of coordinating multiple VMs on a single
physical machine rather than purchasing multiple individual
physical servers. From a resource management perspective,
server virtualization enables the task consolidation, a process
at which multiple VMs are clustered into a single physical
server for a more efficient use of the computer’s resource.
Since resource utilization and energy consumption are tightlycoupled, task consolidation algorithms have been designed to
save energy in cloud data centers. As it will be discussed latter, an energy-aware coordination between task consolidation
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and radio resource management in a fully cloudified mobile
network infrastructure stands out as one of the main challenges
in a joint H-CRAN and edge computing deployment.
III. E NERGY-E FFICIENCY ON THE
W IRELESS I NFRASTRUCTURE
Boosting energy efficiency in cellular networks requires
the establishment of large-scale coordination and cooperation
among network nodes, resources, and functions. Integrating
the cloud in the HetNet architecture can achieve significant
progress towards that direction by virtualizing and bringing network functionalities in the central BBU pool. In this
section, state-of-the-art techniques regarding energy, infrastructure, and resource optimization in cellular networks are
presented.
A. Energy Efficiency in HetNets
The largest portion of energy in HetNets is consumed by
the RANs, specifically base stations (BSs), and more than 80
percent of energy in wireless networks is lost as heat [5], [6].
The energy loss is mainly incurred by power amplifiers, which
are the most power consuming components in BSs, and hence
producing only 5 to 20 percent of useful output power [7].
Moreover, even with light or no traffic load, a BS consumes
more than 90 percent of its peak energy [8]. BSs consume
power mainly for operational purposes (e.g., cooling and signal
processing) and radio transmission. Therefore, the deployment
of large number of small cells, despite the fact that they
consume small power, will increase the total power consumption in the network. However, small cells require less amount
of cooling and most of the consumed power is exploited
to broadcast the radio signals [9]. Table I presents recent
energy-efficient approaches for HetNet management.
Macro BSs are generally aimed to provide large coverage areas rather than high data rates; therefore, the existence
of small BSs is inevitable in future dense networks [20].
However, small cells are more prone to traffic variations
than macrocell BSs [10]. A selective activation of femtocell networks in places that are characterized by concentrated
traffic load, can significantly reduce the power consumption
and outage probabilities [21]. Power consumption can also be
reduced if the coverage area of a BS is adaptively reduced
according to cell load [22]. Furthermore, achieving optimal
handover decisions to reduce the unnecessary handovers can
help minimize the power consumption. Song et al. [23] formulated the problem of optimal handover triggering as a
constrained Markov decision process using stochastic information of handover parameters in areas containing overlapping
coverage from multiple BSs.
The ultra dense deployment of small cells in hotspots
such as shopping malls and airports leads to the underutilization of these cells at most times, thus to large energy
losses [24]. Therefore, traffic offloading provides the opportunity of switching off lightly loaded BSs based on traffic
demands [25]. With the adoption of appropriate sleeping
strategies, the excessive amounts of consumed energy (e.g.,
cooling energy) can be avoided. Some of the recent advances
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that have happened in BS sleeping mechanisms are introduced
in Table II.
The intra- and inter-RAT traffic offloading is considered
as a promising solution to improving the energy and spectral efficiencies in HetNets. However, the incurred intra- and
inter-RAT interference along with the increased burden on the
capacity-limited backhauls degrade the total energy efficiency
and spectral efficiency gains [11]. In [12], traffic demands have
been sorted into real-time services such as video conferencing
where fixed and high data rate provisioning are required as
well as and non-real-time services such as file transfer with
minimum data rate. The authors aimed to maximize the energy
efficiency in a 2-tier HetNet considering both power allocation
and beamforming design.
Shutting down the BSs with light or no load increases the
amount of delay experienced by the users. This delay is generally due to the longer queue of users offloaded to the macro
BSs; and SBS activation delay that can reach up to 30 seconds
from off to on state [6]. Guo et al. [8] and Wu et al. [32]
studied the energy-delay tradeoff in BS sleeping strategies.
Moreover, Niu et al. [33] introduced the N-policy for optimal
energy-delay tradeoff. In this policy, the BS will remain in
the sleep mode until N users are accumulated under that BS
coverage. The larger the value of N, the lower is the energy
consumption and the higher is the delay experienced by the
users. Thus, an optimal value of N should be determined to
achieve the best energy-delay trade-off in cellular networks.
A waiting period (referred to as hysteresis sleep) has been
presented in [8] to maintain the system’s stability while implementing the sleeping strategies. Hysteresis sleep is a certain
amount of time or tasks that must be fulfilled before a sleeping
decision is taken by a BS. Moreover, the study in [32] showed
that under bursty traffic conditions, the total power consumption is less compared to normal load conditions, given the same
average traffic load. This is due to the additional flexibility in
determining the threshold of the number of users concentrated
within a cell to sleep or wake-up. In other words, the BS will
have the chance to sleep more often if the number of users
stays below a relatively large threshold value, hence the total
power consumption will be reduced.
For a mobile user to access the best candidate BS, a time
delay of several hundreds of milliseconds is incurred. This
situation can be even worse in ultra dense networks where the
coverage radius of SBSs ranges from only several meters to
tens of meters. This time delay is mainly due to the large-scale
cooperation among different network elements. By decoupling
the data and control planes, the MBSs will be responsible for
selecting the best SBSs and providing the mobile users with
the necessary information to start the access procedure with
the SBSs. In this way, the small cell ID, resource block, time
and frequency synchronization will be controlled by the MBS.
In this paradigm, mobile users will receive data from both
the SBSs and the MBSs in the areas supported by both tiers;
otherwise, the MBSs will keep the data provisioning wherever
the small cell coverage is missing [34]. To deal with the delayaware radio resource allocation problems, a Markov decision
process (MDP), which is a stochastic learning approach, is
considered as a successful method since it has been recognized
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TABLE I
E NERGY E FFICIENCY IN H ET N ETS

as superior to other optimization techniques such as Lyapunov
optimization and the equivalent rate constraint approach [35].
To cope with the network heterogeneity and maintain the
hierarchical control, a multi-level decision-making strategy for
a macro-femto network was formulated in [36] as a multilevel optimization problem where the decision making in one
level (e.g., macro, femto, or user) depends on the decision
made in other levels. In this scheme, femto BSs provide
access control for their users, while central schedulers allocate radio channels to BSs. Afterwards, macro and femto BSs
allocate the available resources to their associated users who in
turn select the desirable transmit power levels. Furthermore,

Adedoyin and Falowo [37] proposed a joint subcarrier and
power allocation scheme to increase the throughput, mitigate
the interference, and minimize the power allocated to each
user under the constraints of interference (co- and cross-tier
interference), QoS, and fairness of subcarriers allocation in a
HetNet consisting of macro and femto cells. The optimization
problem was solved using Lagrangian duality method and
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions.
Motivated by the abundance of free and green energy
resources, renewable energy harvesting has been studied by
many researchers as an alternative resource to empower the
SBSs thereby reducing on-grid power consumption. SBS types
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TABLE II
BS S LEEPING

that exploit renewable energy resources include the off-grid
SBSs that solely rely on renewable energy resources, or
hybrid SBSs that exploit both renewable energy resources
along with on-grid power using optimal allocation strategies [26]. Furthermore, mixed renewable energy resources and
grid power have been studied in [38] and [39] to minimize
the grid power consumption by allocating renewable energy
resources efficiently along with BSs on-off strategy.
Instead of shutting down the entire BS site, the schemes
of discontinuous transmission (DTX) and reception (DRX)
have been considered as successful approaches to save energy
in many works in the literature. The DTX, whereby some
BS components are switched off when no transmission is
required, has been considered in the study of [40] to improve
the network’s energy efficiency. From the receiver side, in
order to save energy and prolong the battery life in mobile
devices, a DRX mechanism has been utilized in LTE/LTE-A,
where UEs enter a sleep state when no data transmission is
required. A lighter sleep state or listen state that lies between
the active and sleep states can be incorporated in the sleeping
process, to enable UEs to be activated faster when detecting
an incoming traffic [41].
Other schemes such as bio-inspired systems have been
incorporated in the context of self-organizing networks. For
example, the work in [42] defined the analogy between
mammalian immune systems and cellular networks, and
proposed an artificial immune system for ultra-dense small cell
networks where the BS activation is managed autonomously
for enhanced energy efficiency and reduced delay depending on traffic variations. Cell zooming is another technique
that aims to minimize energy consumption by adaptively
shrinking the cell size according to traffic density within the
cell [43], [44].
Improving energy efficiency and minimizing power consumption have been alternatively considered in the literature. However, Sun and Wang [2] emphasized on minimizing the energy consumption rather than maximizing

the energy efficiency that combines energy consumption
with data throughput. This realization is due to the fact
that the total network energy efficiency might not satisfy the per-user or per-cell energy and data requirements
in HetNets.
B. Energy Efficiency in H-CRANs
Energy efficiency, defined as the ratio of the total data
throughput in the network to the total power consumption
under the constraints of users’ quality-of-experience (QoE)
requirements, is presented in this section in the context of
H-CRANs. Originating from the necessity of seamless coverage and high data rate provisioning, future cellular networks
are categorized as ultra dense and consist of large numbers of
BSs and mobile devices. Taking into account the heterogeneity
nature of the network along with the fact that the majority of
mobile devices are battery-powered, it is becoming more and
more important to minimize energy consumption while taking
into account the QoS provision such as data rate, end-to-end
delay, fairness, and deployment costs [45].
Supporting H-CRANs with a software-defined architecture makes it more convenient to upgrade the performance
and services provided by network operators, and facilitates
an elastic deployment of technologies and applications for
future demands. Moreover, the central controllers help perform
network-wide updates in system behavior instead of the individual configuration of network elements [46]. For instance,
Cao et al. [13] proposed a power model for cloud-assisted
HetNets, wherein the large-scale fading imposed on the communication channel is considered to be fixed. Their model
jointly optimizes the power consumption of signal processing,
circuits, downlink transmission, and backhaul for providing
more flexible BS sleeping than the traditional on/off operation.
The study that considered 3 macro BSs and 5 pico BSs within
each macro BS, showed that the average power consumption
of all BSs for a 20 Mbps user data rate was approximately
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2.7 kW with the cloud-assisted architecture, which is less
than that of the simple on/off strategy that required 3.2 kW.
Furthermore, in [47], a scheme was proposed to minimize
the energy consumption in dense C-RANs by activating some
selected subsets of RRHs according to the dynamic traffic variations. Results showed that the dynamic activation of RRHs
was successful in making significant energy saving. For example, within the coverage of 2 micro and 7 pico BSs, the
consumed power using the dynamic activation scheme for 50
users was approximately 60 W which is much less compared
with the 250 W power consumption incurred by activating all
RRHs regardless of the available traffic. When the number
of users increased to 250, power consumed using the former
scheme increased to 200 W and remained 250 W for the latter.
In addition, the deployment of a large number of co-located
antennas in massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
can improve the spectral efficiency by up to 10 times, and the
energy efficiency in the order of one hundred, as compared to
the performance of a single-antenna. Furthermore, implementing efficient cooling systems in the BBU pool helps improve
the energy efficiency in H-CRANs [48].
Cloudified networks support the revolutionary SDN architecture which provides a comprehensive control over the entire
network nodes in programmable softwares. For instance, incorporating information security schemes such as MD2 Hash
functions which require both communication and computing
resources with SDN reduces the energy bill to only 3 micro
joules per byte compared to 4 micro joules per byte without
SDN. This is because the SDN adapts the network parameters such as sleep/wake and link speed according to the real
demands. Such features attracted companies like Google to
implement SDN in their data centers [49]. The architecture of
software defined Energy Internet (SDEI) by which energy is
managed in a similar way as data was presented in [50] for
smart power systems. This architecture adds another plane;
namely the energy plane, to the data and control planes, and
confine the functionality of this energy plane to providing
intelligent energy control in the network. The SDEI could
also be implemented in cellular networks to achieve advanced
energy management, where energy routers deliver energy to
the network nodes according to the decisions made by the control plane that is aware of the entire network status. Energy is
then delivered to the desired IP address in the desired form of
energy (e.g., DC, AC, single phase, etc.).
From the computational complexity perspective, the high
density of RRHs required to provide high data rates incurs
high computational complexity due to the huge amounts of
data related to signal processing, resource allocation, and
RRHs/BBUs coordination. This complexity is a big challenge
facing the establishment of scalable networks. Fan et al. [51]
introduced several schemes to provide scalability in C-RANs.
These schemes were sorted into (a) signal processing techniques such as exploiting the near sparsity in channel matrix to
minimize the channel estimation overhead; (b) resource allocation using optimization techniques such as game theory, graph
theory, and matching theory to minimize the high computational complexity of solving the combinatorial optimization
problems; and (c) RRH/BBU coordination schemes such as

the on/off operation of RRHs and BBUs depending on traffic
load.
To maintain high data rate provisioning and efficient
resource utilization, Peng et al. [52] proposed a joint
optimization of resource block (RB) assignment and power
allocation subject to the constraints of user association and
interference between RRHs and HPNs in orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA)-based H-CRAN systems.
The work considered soft fractional frequency reuse (S-FFR)
in which the RBs are divided into two sets: the first is dedicated to UEs associated with the RRHs (RUEs) that require
high QoS, and the second set is shared between RUEs and
UEs that are associated with the HPN (HUEs) and require
low QoS. Moreover, the RBs in time/frequency domains have
been identified in [53] as power zones (PZs) in which the
problem of scheduling each user to specific PZ along with
the PZ power level was formulated and solved using graph
theory. The problem solution was viewed as a scheduling
graph, wherein each vertex represents the individual association of UEs, BSs, and PZs. In [54], a scheme was presented
to maximize energy efficiency and maintain the multimedia
traffic queue stability in H-CRANs taking into consideration
the instantaneous power, average power, fronthaul capacity,
and inter-tier interference.
The idea of heterogeneous carrier communication, in which
cellular networks are deployed over unlicensed frequency
bands, has been extended to the standardization process under
the title of licensed-assisted access to break through the obstacle of limited spectrum resources. This technique however,
incurs interference with licensed communications thus limiting
the power and reliable transmission range of BSs. A proposed
solution to the aforementioned concerns, is to allocate control signals to the licensed bands while reserving unlicensed
bands for data transmission, thereby providing better longrange control while exploiting the additional bandwidth to
improve throughput. Another mechanism referred to as listenbefore-talk can help avoiding interference by obligating all
transmitters to sense the ambient channels and proceed in
transmission only when channels are clear [55].
Moreover, to maximize the spectrum and energy efficiencies, and to achieve ultra-low-latency communications,
Lien et al. [56] introduced the open-loop communications as a
promising technique to fulfill these requirements by avoiding
the redundant feedback messages of channel state information (CSI) or reception acknowledgments from the massive
number of receivers. Therefore, the transmitter autonomously
determines the optimum modulation and coding schemes as
well as the required number of repeated transmission in
one shot. In regard to uplink transmission in H-CRANs, a
scheme was proposed in [57] to jointly optimize power allocation, relay selection, and network selection under the QoS
constraints in order to maximize the network’s energy efficiency. Table III summarizes recent trends followed to achieve
energy-efficiency in H-CRANs.
C. Resource Management and Network Optimization
To take full advantage of the high computing capabilities provided by the cloud servers, it is paramount to
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TABLE III
E NERGY E FFICIENCY IN H-CRAN S

resolve the performance bottlenecks of cellular networks
regarding the infrastructure and radio resources. For instance,
the performance of task offloading in cell-edge computing
could be severely declined under the condition of inter-cell
interference especially in ultra-dense networks. Moreover,
when a large number of mobile devices tend to offload tasks
to the cloud through cellular networks, the transmission delay
could increase due to the limitations in radio resources [66].
For this reason, radio and computational resources have to be
jointly optimized to achieve the foreseen high QoS requirements regarding energy efficiency, computing performance,
end-to-end delay, and throughput for future 5G networks [67]
and smart cities [68]. To this end, the issues of frequency
allocation, interference coordination, RRH clustering, and

fronthaul/backhaul management are thoroughly reviewed in
this section.
1) Radio Resource Management: In mobile communication networks, the per-user demand is naturally fluctuating
between day and night, weekdays and weekends, residential and commercial areas, in a phenomenon referred to
as the tidal effect. To cope with the aforementioned challenge, an elastic resource utilization has been adopted in
many research work such as [69], where the RRHs activation
and BBUs capacity (e.g., processor speed, memory, etc.) can
adapt to the variations in data demands. The work considered
two schemes: a) proactive, where resources are provided in
advance based on the knowledge of traffic patterns (e.g., weekdays and weekends); and b) reactive prediction that is based
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on the time-series analysis of traffic records from real-time or
historical data.
As reported in [70], resource sharing in H-CRANs can be
divided into three levels: 1) spectrum sharing, which includes
RBs sharing in Long Term Evolution (LTE), channel sharing in
IEEE 802.11, and the unused spectrum portions named white
spaces; 2) infrastructure sharing, where the central workload
computations of RRHs and HPNs in the BBU pool facilitate
the virtualization of available resources from different physical
entities (e.g., base stations, backhaul, and routers) using the
techniques of network function virtualization and softwaredefined networking. Therefore, network functionalities can
be decoupled from hardware components. This facilitates the
infrastructure sharing among network operators while reducing
the CAPEX and OPEX; and 3) network sharing to efficiently
manage the available spectrum and infrastructure resources.
Aggregating network information in the central H-CRAN
processors helps achieve superior resource and interference
management. Dahrouj et al. [71] proposed the coordinated
scheduling, hybrid backhauling, and multi-cloud association
as promising resource allocation schemes for H-CRANs.
Unlike the legacy fairness-based allocation schemes, coordinated scheduling is performed in the cloud processors which
are responsible for synchronizing the scheduling process in the
network. Therefore, scheduling of users to BSs and resource
blocks can be performed in the cloud servers. Hybrid backhauling refers to the joint utilization of wireless and wired
links, this helps to cope with the fluctuating demands in
H-CRANs. The multi-cloud scheme, can benefit the network
by reducing the computation burden on central servers, and
the complications faced when connecting distant BSs.
Dynamic resource management techniques such as the
dynamic load-aware RRH assignment using bin packing algorithm can reduce the number of active BBU servers through
many-to-one mapping, thus saving energy and computing
resources [72]. Furthermore, a graph-based dynamic frequency
reuse has been presented in [73], whereby each RRH within
the H-CRAN is viewed as a single vertex in the graph. In
addition, graph coloring was used to allocate different bandwidths according to traffic demands, thereby alleviating the
inter-tier interference. Adaptive machine learning techniques
are also incorporated in the centralized signal processing to
achieve an intelligent networking performance that can adapt
to data demands (e.g., IoT demands) that fluctuates over time
and place [46]. To further increase the system capacity, radio
resources could be borrowed from RRHs with low traffic loads,
and conveyed to the overloaded neighboring RRHs (homogeneous or heterogeneous) [46]. Moreover, a multi-homing
transmission, which is defined as splitting the media traffic
simultaneously onto multiple RAN links between UEs and
the media content server, can improve the QoS of media
applications within the network [5].
Interference mitigation techniques proposed for H-CRANs
will be introduced next as one of the main concerns in
ultra dense environments. Afterwards, RRHs clustering will
be presented as a promising coordination paradigm for
enhanced interference cancellation and improved network
performance.

2) Interference Coordination: Heterogeneity in cellular
networks that comprise base stations with different sizes and
RATs, can significantly improve the total system capacity;
however, high interference levels will be incurred. Moreover,
the dense deployment of RRHs produce severe inter-cell
interference due to the relatively short distances between
adjacent RRHs leading to higher signal power received
by users served by neighboring cells [61]. H-CRANs support the enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (eICIC)
through the techniques of advanced carrier aggregation (CA)
in the frequency domain, and almost blank subframes (ABS)
in the time domain. Moreover, the required signal processing of the related cells is concurrently performed in the same
BBU [70]. In addition, the inter-tier interference coordination
in HetNets in both time and frequency domains using the
ABS technique is achieved by reducing the transmit power of
macro BSs to avoid interfering with smaller BSs. Whereas the
dynamic point blanking (DPB) technique mutes the interfered
signals among the coordinated BSs [74]. Interference coordination techniques for H-CRANs are presented in Table IV.
A careful allocation of the network resources can help minimizing the interference. For instance, dividing the coverage
area into sub-regions with different frequency sub-bands in
the technique of S-FFR plays an important role in inter-tier
and inter-cell interference coordination. Unlike the traditional
S-FFR where the allocation of frequency sub-bands are orthogonal, the enhanced S-FFR in H-CRANs enable RUEs to
share radio resources with HUEs even at cell-edges [46].
Moreover, a dynamic resource allocation scheme in [75] has
been presented to perform global and local resource allocation
strategy to optimally share resources among different service
providers in C-RANs. The work considered the constraints of
limited fronthaul capacity and a threshold-based interference
among RRHs in order to achieve optimal resource sharing.
Global resource sharing deals with large time-scale traffic variations whereas the local resource sharing performs actions
regarding traffic variations in a small time scale. Hierarchical
access to frequency resources based on the concept of cognitive radio can also be applied by femtocells which act as
secondary users that use frequencies only when no primary
users are using that particular frequency. This helps avoiding
the overlapping of signals with other users associated with
other cells [83].
Incorporating the cloud in the interference cancellation
process can significantly facilitate the cooperation among
interference sources. Joint cooperative interference mitigation
and handover management scheme was proposed in [84] to
increase the capacity of H-CRANs by coordinating the functionality of C-RANs and small cells. The work considered
the formation of RRH clusters for joint transmission in order
to coordinate interference especially for cell-edge users. On
the other hand, the handover scheme sorts users based on
their speed, and prevents handover from macro to small cells
for users characterized as high-speed users. Moreover, the
implementation of multiple RATs with different frequency
bands can improve radio resource utilization since different RATs use different frequency bands [18]. Moreover, the
intra-tier interference among LPNs can be mitigated using
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TABLE IV
I NTERFERENCE M ITIGATION IN H-CRAN S

cloud-based large-scale cooperative signal processing. For the
inter-tier interference between the high- and low-power nodes,
it can be suppressed through cloud-computing-based cooperative radio resource management (CC-CRRM) that incorporates the BBUs and the HPNs via the X2 interface [48].
Furthermore, since downlink and uplink signals are both
known by the C-RAN servers, downlink-to-uplink interference
can be cancelled by subtracting interference from received
signals to recover the original signals [85]. A contract-based
interference coordination between RRHs and MBSs in HCRANs was presented in [76]. In this scheme, the BBU is
considered as the principal that offers a contract to coordinate
transmission scheduling among RRHs, MBSs, and UEs. The
contract is then sent to the agents (MBSs) to be accepted or
rejected depending on the acquired benefits regarding spectral
efficiency.
In addition to the central cloud processing, a decentralized
multiple cloud architecture in C-RAN was proposed in [86] to
minimize the total power consumption with reasonable amount
of information exchange among clusters. The problem that
considered both intra- and inter-cluster interference, achieved
energy minimization by determining the sets of active BSs
per cluster and the sparse beamforming vectors of users in
the network. In [77], a strategy for inter-tier interference suppression between RRHs and MBSs is proposed for H-CRANs
using the techniques of interference collaboration, beamforming, and cooperative radio resource allocation. Results showed
that the proposed strategy has led to an increased H-CRAN
performance depending on the network configurations such as
the number of antennas deployed by the MBSs, number of
RRHs, and SINR threshold.

Serving large number of users simultaneously in certain zones by macro and small cells incurs strong inter-tier
interference. By exploiting the geographic spacing among
users, this problem can be alleviated. For instance, the technology of massive-MIMO provides the opportunity of transmitting high directional beams in certain directions and thus
providing spatial blanking in other directions. As a result,
small cells lying in the blank directions can avoid interfering
with the macro cell signals [87]. In a similar manner, deviceto-device communication was proposed in [88] to avoid the
excessive interference in H-CRANs by establishing D2D links
at a certain distance away from the HPNs. Results showed that
such strategy can achieve high SINR and low average traffic
delivery latency to cope with the limitations of capacity and
time-delay in fronthaul links.
3) RRH Clustering: In small networks, modest amounts
of CSI acquisition is required, and therefore the interference
alignment can be jointly applied on all BSs. In larger networks
however, exchanging CSI data among all BSs is large and
impractical, thus BS clustering is essential to maintain high
QoS [89]. To this end, incorporating large number of cells to
form larger clusters will lead to better spectral efficiency and
interference cancellation; however, with other factors taken
into consideration such as delay and channel estimation (e.g.,
minimum mean square error) and precoding (e.g., zero-forcing
precoders), the performance improvement will not be as high
as expected [90]. Moreover, cells from different tiers can cooperate and form a cross-tier cluster that better serves a particular
user. This formation is known as user-centric cross-tier clustering wherein the user is geographically located at the center
of the cluster [20].
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TABLE V
BS C LUSTERING

It has been shown in [91] that in RRH clustering, the coordinated beamforming (CB) performs better than the zero forcing
beamforming (ZFBF). This is because ZFBF aggressively allocates power to RRHs, and thereby incurring higher levels of
inter-cluster interference. As a result, no gain was obtained
regarding the cluster’s sum-rate. On the other hand, the CB
improves the sum-rate because it manages the interference
more efficiently by controlling the transmit power of coordinated RRHs. It was also shown that global clustering in which
all RRHs form one large cluster, achieved better performance
than local clustering whereby only few neighboring RRHs
form a small cluster. Larger clusters however, require more
piloting overhead (training symbols), in addition to the time,
frequency, and phase synchronization among clustered RRHs.
A comparison of data-sharing and data compression strategies has been studied in [92]. Data-sharing means that BSs
apply beamforming locally after receiving messages from the
central server, and then multiple BSs cooperatively transmit to
common users. In the compression strategy, the processes of
precoding and beamforming are executed in central servers. It
is also worth mentioning that in low data rate requirements,
data-sharing is found to require less power, whereas in high
data rates, the compression is preferred because backhaul will
require more power.
Dynamic virtual cluster formation has been proposed
in [93] to mitigate inter-cluster interference in OFDMA-based
systems. Unlike the traditional omni-subcarrier CoMP, the
work considered each cluster as a uni-subcarrier such that
each cell could be grouped with different virtual clusters and
thus dealing with different subcarriers. Moreover, a branch
and bound algorithm has been proposed in [94] to find the
global optimum BS clustering considering the inter-cluster
interference and CSI overhead. The algorithm was capable of
achieving optimality with low complexity compared to exhaustive search algorithms. Table V lists some of the technical
approaches applied in cell clustering.
4) Backhaul and Fronthaul Management: Radio resources
cannot be fully exploited without having sufficient capacity in
the fronthaul and backhaul links. Fronthaul links are generally defined as the connecting media (wired/wireless) between

the RRHs the BBU pool, whereas backhaul links maintain
the connection between the BBU pool and the core network.
Thus, providing high bandwidth transmission in the fronthaul
and backhaul links is considered as one of the major challenges facing the implementation of H-CRANs especially with
the implementation of intra- and inter-cell CoMP techniques.
Besides, the under-utilization of the full backhaul capacity,
which is designed for peak bandwidth provisioning, is another
challenge due to the geospatial fluctuations that characterize the traffic nature. Fortunately, the decoupling of data and
control planes along with the support of HPNs, has made
significant improvements in alleviating the load burdens on
backhaul and fronthaul links.
In [1], two types of backhaul links have been proposed,
namely inter-backhaul between MBSs and the central server,
and intra-backhaul between the RRHs and the local server
that is located within the boundaries of one large cell. The
inter-backhaul links consist of optical fiber cables whereas the
intra-backhaul contains both fiber cables and wireless links.
In order to minimize the transmission bandwidth in backhaul
links, data compression techniques are envisioned as a promising solution. Such techniques could be applied in the time
domain, such as reducing the sampling rate or using non-linear
quantization, or in the frequency domain such as subcarrier
compression with FFT/IFFT. Moreover, workload balancing
algorithms can assist in reducing the peak data transmission
and decrease the requirements to less than one third of the
total bandwidth [98].
With the dense utilization of small cells, wireless backhaul
links are considered as a scalable and cost-efficient approach
compared to fiber optical cables that are more suitable for
cells characterized as large or medium cells. However, wireless backhaul relies on the wireless medium which is delay
prone [71]. Based on the observations of [99] and [100], twotier networks with wireless backhaul are more energy efficient
than single-tier networks, provided that an optimal bandwidth
division is conducted between the wireless backhaul and radio
access links. Furthermore, bandwidth partitioning between
wireless backhaul and wireless access links for both uplink
and downlink transmission has been presented in [101] as a
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sharing technique that can maximize energy efficiency in small
cell HetNets.
Zhang et al. [102] found that the co-located call patterns at
the same BS are highly correlated due to their social interplay.
In other words, a mobile user pair tends to make a face-to-face
communication after their call. By extracting and analysing
a large-scale mobility traces, user locations can be predicted
several hours ahead. This location prediction process can be
implemented in the cloud to improve resource management
and QoS provisioning; moreover, it fosters the addition of
location-based social services. To make use of these social
patterns, traffic caching is envisioned as a promising solution
for reducing traffic loads on the backhaul. Caching strategies
aim to store redundant and frequently accessed contents in
the BBU pool, thereby enabling direct access by UEs and
avoiding the need to access the core network through the backhaul [103]. For instance, if the data of a particular user is
predicted in advance and cached during off-peak hours, then
it can be retrieved and transmitted during peak load hours
without adding burdens on backhaul links [104]. This feature transforms the network behaviour from being reactive to
proactive.
In [105], a compress-and-forward scheme for transferring
data from BSs to central cloud processors in uplink C-RANs
has been introduced. It has been shown that by maintaining the
quantization noise levels proportional to the background noise
gives a near optimal performance for backhaul capacity allocation especially when the signal-to-quantization-noise-ratio
(SQNR) level is high. BSs perform the compress-and-forward
process to achieve more efficient transmission through fronthaul links. In this process, received signals are quantized
within BSs using various techniques such as single-user compression and Wyner-Ziv coding. Unlike the single-user compression, Wyner-Ziv coding utilizes the correlation between
signals received in other BSs and hence improves the total
compression performance [106].
From the fronthaul perspectives, establishing multiple connections between a mobile user and multiple RRHs within the
same tier or with other tiers can improve the spectral efficiency
through coordination techniques (e.g., CoMP); however, the
costs on fronthaul resources (e.g., energy and bandwidth)
will be high. Therefore, optimizing the size of the associated RRH/HPN clusters is essential to maintain the tradeoff
between benefiting the spectral efficiency or wasting the fronthaul resources [48]. Each cluster is controlled by a single
server via the fronthaul links. In addition, the connection
between the RRHs and the BBUs may have a single-hop
or multi-hop topology by relaying through other RRHs until
reaching the desired server [107].
In order to carry the massive amounts of data from the
RRHs to the BBU pool, two forms of data transportation
have been introduced in [108], namely radio over fiber (RoF)
whereby data are transferred in an optical form, or digitized
IQ samples which can be carried on wired or wireless links.
The authors also presented the concept of the partially centralized C-RAN (PC-RAN) in which baseband signal processing
is divided between the BBU and RRHs. Thus, precoding and
data modulation are processed in the BBUs, whereas radio
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transmission is performed by the RRHs. Furthermore, integrating the functionalities of the physical, medium access
control (MAC), and network layers incurs significant signaling overhead on fronthaul. Thus, partial centralization which
incorporates only physical layer functionalities in the RRHs,
can significantly reduce the burden on fronthaul links since the
physical layer computation requirements are the highest compared to other layer requirements. However, the performance
of RRH coordination techniques such as CoMP could be
degraded. A promising solution is the clustering of RRHs
based on their geographical locations. This can reduce the
scale of cooperative processing in the BBU pool; and as a
result, reduce the load on fronthaul links. RRH clustering can
take the form of disjoint clustering or user-centric. In disjoint
clustering, the coverage area is pre-divided into specific zones
to provide common service. This technique, however, subjects mobile users to face inter-cluster interference especially
at cluster borders. On the other hand, user-centric clustering
combines neighboring RRHs to form local clusters wherein
users are located in the cluster center [35].
A one-to-multiple mapping between a BBU and RRHs
can be applied to reduce the load on fronthaul links and to
efficiently utilize the BBU computing resources. This configuration enables addressing the spatial and temporal traffic
load variations; and moreover, supports saving energy in the
BBU pool by switching off the BBUs identified with light
loads [109].
To overcome the limited capacity in fronthaul links, timereversal (TR)-based communications for air interfacing have
been proposed in [110] to exploit the characteristic of locationspecific signature in order to combine multiple signals and
send them concurrently through fronthaul links without additional bandwidth requirements. In TR-based communications,
a pilot signal is received by the transceiver prior to transmission. The normalized time-reversed conjugate of that signal is
then being saved as the waveform used for transmission. With
this strategy, TR-based communication overcomes the multipath effects of the communication environment by acting as a
matched filter that adjusts the temporal and spatial effects.
IV. E NERGY-E FFICIENT C LOUD C OMPUTING
The plethora of information and mobile applications that
are expected to dominate the future life style is mainly fueled
by the powerful computing capabilities provided by the cloud.
However, many challenges are still facing the cloud computing world regarding energy, task scheduling, etc. This section
sheds light on recent computing advances in both servers and
mobile devices.
A. Cloud Computing
In future networks, the massive number of machines are
expected to maintain always-online connections with high
upload demands. Cloud computing is envisioned as a promising technology for alleviating the challenges that arise from
the bursty nature of the traffic load, in which machines generate large amounts of data in short periods of time, and remain
silent for a longer time thereafter [111].
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Servers dominate the energy consumption in data centers
with about 50 to 90 percent of total energy consumption; as
a result, it is essential to consider energy-efficient servers in
future networks. From the processing perspective, the utilization of reduced instruction set computers (RISCs) is more
energy-efficient due to the lesser number of integrated transistors compared to the complex instruction set computers
(CISCs). Moreover, integrating the processor cores, memory,
and input/output modules on a single chip namely system-onchip (SoC) design reduces electric interconnections and hence
power requirements. Graphic processing units (GPUs), on the
other hand, provide more energy-efficient performance than
central processing units (CPUs) especially in floating point
calculations [112].
The dynamic workload in the cloud comes mainly from the
fluctuation in computing demand and computing priorities. In
addition to being dynamic, cloud servers are also described
as heterogeneous. The heterogeneity in cloud servers is due
to the utilization of various hardware components that belong
to different models and generations. For example, processors
could have different speeds and architectures, memory modules could posses various capacities, and energy consumption
depends on how much workload is performed [113].
About 18% of the operational expenditures of data centers goes to the energy sector [113], and as time goes by, the
traditional concept of central cloud servers, where the entire
traffic load is concentrated, will lead to excessive end-to-end
delay, energy consumption, and capacity limitations [114]. It
has been shown in the study of [115] that computing resources
have non-linear relation with user density. That is to say,
computing resources will increase sharply when high density hotspots exist in the network. Moreover, applications are
divided into small processes running in containers (e.g., VMs).
The resource utilization in these containers is low and only a
few of these containers are fully utilized which means that
huge amounts of data processing capabilities and energy are
lost [113].
The power requirement for medium-size data centers could
be as high as 4 MW; therefore, supporting data centers with
efficient power distribution mechanisms and deploying devices
with lesser energy losses is critical to reduce that significant
amount of power. Besides, the hardware reliability falls about
50 percent for each 10 ◦ C increase in temperature over 21 ◦ C.
As a result, the implementation of cooling mechanisms which
account for 38 percent the data centers power is inevitable
to maintain a high quality performance [112]. It is also worth
mentioning that idle servers consume as much as 50 percent of
the full load power; therefore, switching the servers to sleep
or off states is envisioned as a promising solution to save
the excessive amounts of energy [116]. However, due to the
unpredicted temporal variations in traffic loads along with the
diversity of resource demands (e.g., CPU, memory, etc.) urges
for sophisticated prediction techniques to reduce the time delay
and energy losses. Moreover, the elasticity in cloud server geographical distribution could be exploited in assigning tasks to
servers that exploit green energy resources. Hybrid cooling
mechanism that uses both air and liquid to reduce the temperature of data centers is recognized as more energy and cost

effective than utilizing air or liquid individually. With this
cooling system server components with high power density
such as CPUs and memory units are cooled down using water,
whereas air is used to cool other auxiliary components [117].
Moreover, in [117] a joint optimization of server consolidation
and inlet cooling water temperature was proposed to attain cost
benefits. On the other hand, computing failures due to software
or hardware crashes lead to significant energy waste to recover
and repeat the computing tasks [118]. Therefore, failure analysis and diagnosis is essential to maintain energy-efficient
clouds.
Network virtualization plays an essential role in VM consolidation, whereby multiple client requests can be executed
by fewer servers and thus minimizing the number of active
servers. The VM consolidation problem can be solved using
the bin packing optimization technique which aims to pack
VMs in fewer possible physical machines (bins). Another way
to save energy in servers is the VMs migration, in which
VMs from one physical machine are transferred to another
machine in order to concentrate the load in fewer machines
giving the opportunity to switch off machines that have light
loads. Although obtaining accurate traffic prediction is complicated and impractical, approximation techniques can be
utilized to achieve an adaptive and energy-efficient VM migration [119]. In addition, the actual resource requirement to
execute an application is much lower than what is requested,
for instance, only 55 percent of memory and 35 percent of
CPU resources are actually exploited. To overcome the latter problem, resource over-commitment technique that assigns
more VMs on a physical machine than the actual capacity of
that machine to avoid resource under-utilization [120].
Information-centric networking (ICN) has been presented
in [121] as a promising architecture to cope with the sharp
increase in traffic load. In the ICN architecture, users care
about how to obtain information regardless of where to get that
information from. Moreover, the authors introduced multiple
techniques to save energy such as switching off idle devices,
adjusting the processor speed based on the quantity of received
packets, and energy-efficient caching techniques. Moreover,
nano data centers that distribute and host contents in a peerto-peer fashion with end-users were introduced in [122] to
reduce energy consumption and latency through the cooperative performance with central data centers. It was also shown
that energy saving is guaranteed when nano data centers are
used to run applications characterized by high data rates and
low access requests such as video surveillance. To provide fair
admittance to mobile devices, fairness-aware resource allocation mechanism in heterogeneous cloud computing systems
was proposed in [123]. The work incorporated all heterogeneous servers and emphasized that a mobile device should not
prefer other device resources for its own benefit; moreover, all
users should report their resource demands truthfully.
In regard with mobile devices, the amount of energy consumption is dependant on the application workload, voltage
and frequency configurations of the processor cores, and core
scheduling mechanism. The computation energy can be minimized by adjusting the processor’s clock frequency via the
technology of dynamic voltage and frequency scaling whereby
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the value of frequency is approximately linearly proportional
to that of the voltage [124]. Furthermore, Hu and Wang [125]
proposed a scheme for exploiting the under-utilized computational capabilities of mobile devices in the form of user-centric
local mobile cloud without accessing the network servers, thus
minimizing energy consumption and signaling overhead. The
role of the network in this scheme is confined to the initialization and control provision for the local clouds, afterwards,
mobile devices will take the responsibility of dividing the
application into subtasks, and process each subtask in a local
cloud that consists of multiple mobile devices sharing their
computing capabilities. In the same context, an open source
router platform with advanced power management strategies
in [126] was successful in achieving 37 percent energy saving
by optimally adjusting the forwarding operations according to
the estimated traffic load. To this purpose, the clock frequency
of active processor cores were tuned whereas the idle ones
were put into sleep mode. Accordingly, the total system power
consumption dropped from over 500 W at peak load hours
(e.g., 3-8 pm) to 20 W at light load hours (e.g., 6 am).
From the cost and benefit perspective, the concept of carrier
cloud emerged to enable mobile network operators accommodate the changing traffic load by requesting only adequate
amount of resources (e.g., memory and CPU) to satisfy the
requested services. Therefore, mobile operators need to pay
only the per requested resources to the cloud providers, thus
reducing the costs and increasing the profits. Furthermore, this
scheme which is supported by the NFV and SDN technologies, allows scalability, elasticity, and fast network adaptability
to the unpredicted traffic changes compared to the slow hardware modification in traditional mobile networks [127]. In a
similar context, joint cloud service billing and device energy
consumption was studied in [128] in regard with deriving the
optimal idle-active operation in both device and cloud. The
work was focused on queries initiated by smart phones for
audio/visual recognition and classification in IoT services.
B. Task Offloading and VM Migration
The temporal and spatial variations of computing demands
incur significant load unbalance in cloud servers. From this
point, task offloading (or cyber foraging) and VM migration
emerged as promising approaches to improve load balancing
and hence computing and energy efficiencies.
1) Task Offloading: Originating from the limited computing capabilities of mobile devices, intensive computing tasks
can be offloaded to close cloudlet servers in order to benefit
from the powerful computing resources. However, the power
limitation of the on-device batteries can degrade the overall
offloading process. By comparing the evolution of integrated
circuits in which the number of transistors doubles every two
years according to Moore’s law, with that of battery capacity
which increases by only 5 percent every year, it can be realized that the energy gap between supply and demand increases
by 4 percent every year. This gap will grow faster with the
increasing popularity of smart phone applications [129].
To cope with this issue, several device-level offloading
approaches have been developed. For instance, the MAUI
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approach in [130] aimed to maximize energy saving during runtime by continuously estimating the offloading cost
regarding device energy, application requirements, network
connectivity, bandwidth, and latency. Depending on the application type, MAUI was able to achieve at least 27 percent
increase in energy saving by offloading to nearby servers with
short round-trip time (RTT) such as 10 ms. Whereas, the
energy consumed by offloading the same application to remote
servers with RTT of 220 ms can be as high as twice that of
offloading to nearby servers, and sometimes exceed the ondevice processing energy due to the increase in communication
overhead. However, MAUI needs the developer annotations to
decide which partitions in the code to be offloaded. To this
end, the CloneCloud in [131] focused on improving the flexibility in program partitioning by automatically choosing the
code execution points; that is to say, enabling the device to
select the program migration and re-integration points without requiring the developer annotations or even the source
code. The work considered offloading via WiFi to nearby
servers and via the cellular network to remote servers. It can
be noticed that when the experiment was conducted on virus
scanning application with 100 kB filesystem, the amounts of
consumed energy using on-device, local servers (via WiFi),
and remote servers (via the cellular network) were almost the
same. However, when the filesystem size changed to 10 MB,
offloading to local and remote servers reduced energy consumption by 12 and 5.6 times, respectively, compared with
the on-device consumption. The reason behind this energy
gain is that larger workloads benefit more from computing
speed-up which allows faster task completion, thus reducing
the computing and communication overheads.
Disregarding the intermittent nature of network connectivity
might limit the benefits of previous approaches. Thus, implementing dynamic offloading paradigms is essential to maintain
robust computing services. Such paradigms can be found
in [132] and [133], where the former carried out a dynamic
code repartitioning based on the runtime network and device
status, whereas the latter considered the temporal variations
in network capacity (i.e., bandwidth). Both approaches were
experimented on real data traces and made significant enhancement to the computation offloading process regarding both
energy saving and task completion time. Moreover, in [134],
two types of clones (software) were proposed to support the
task offloading in the cloud; the first was dedicated to support
the computation offloading, and the second was intended to
support the data backup to restore applications and users data.
The study showed that the synchronization of the first clone
incurred higher costs regarding both energy and network traffic
because it occurs more frequently (e.g., system files) compared
to the second clone which deals with big and long lasting-data
(e.g., files saved by users). Furthermore, in [135] an algorithm
was proposed to dynamically optimize the offloading decision,
CPU frequency, and the offloading transmit power in energy
harvesting (EH) mobile devices using Lyapunov optimization.
From the cellular network perspectives, inter-cell
interference incurred at densely deployed areas can significantly degrade the offloading performance. To this end,
Sardellitti et al. [67] formulated an optimization problem
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that aims to minimize the total energy consumed by
mobile devices, under the cloud-access delay constraint
which involved both radio and computational resources.
Furthermore, radio resource allocation schemes were
proposed in [66] and [136] to optimize the task offloading
performance in cloud networks. It is now obvious that
cloudified cellular networks require smart offloading schemes
that take into account the costs and rewards regarding task
offloading, communication overhead, network conditions, and
energy efficiency [137].
Processing tasks can also be carried out by other neighboring devices that have available resources to be shared. A
network-assisted D2D task offloading was presented in [138],
where devices collaborate in processing tasks while considering the incentives and fairness issues to avoid the under- or
over-loaded device conditions. The objective of the problem,
which was formulated as a Lyapunov optimization problem,
was to minimize the averaged energy consumption of task
execution for all users. Social relationships among users can
also be exploited to establish a guaranteed and more efficient
offloading process. Basically, this process is based on statistical measurements of call patterns, where users who have close
social relationships tend to contact each other more frequently
and spend shorter contact-time [139].
It is also important to notice that the energy consumed by
a device to upload files is higher than to download. In addition, using MIMO technology by mobile phones incurs higher
energy costs compared to single-input single-output (SISO)
transmission. In this context, a case study was undertaken
by [129] for task offloading in different types of smart phones
for uploading a 23.97 MB file and downloading an 8.21 MB
file with task offloading showed that using two 4G antennas
required about 58 Joules which is almost double the energy
consumed by SISO transmission that consumed 30 Joules. In
addition, energy can be saved in wearable devices by offloading tasks to nearby smart phones or to the cloud. However,
for small data size (e.g., 1 MB), processing tasks locally
in the device could bring more energy saving than offloading to the cloud [140]. Furthermore, an adaptive algorithm
presented in [141] was capable of minimizing the energy and
cost of data uploading in mobile devices by approximately 50
and 60 percent, respectively. The algorithm divides users into
data-plane and non-data plane users. The goal is to minimize
energy consumption for the former group of users by using the
most energy-efficient network available or by piggybacking
data over phone calls. Whereas the idea for cost minimization
in non-data plane users is offloading data from the cellular network to a local network such as WiFi or Bluetooth.
Furthermore, the offloading decision strategy shown in [142]
was capable of achieving 56 percent energy saving in the
device battery by choosing executing tasks either in the device
CPU, device GPU, or the cloud.
2) VM Migration: The motivation behind VM migration is
to improve the provided QoS by running applications at close
proximity with mobile devices [143]. The formation of VMs
is initiated when a user requests offloading certain tasks to
the cloud for processing. These VMs are placed in a physical server and managed by the VM manager. Whenever it is

required, VMs can be transferred from one physical server to
another, for single or multiple times during the task life-time to
improve the computing capabilities, reduce the execution time
of a task, or to achieve traffic balancing. Nevertheless, the
VM migration process results in time delay due to the following reasons: 1) stopping the operating server, 2) transferring
task-related data, and 3) initializing a new server. Therefore,
efficient VM migration mechanisms must consider the incurred
time delay for optimal performance. Several policies can be
adopted to perform VM migration at different system levels.
Cloud-wide migration, despite its complexity, aims at minimizing the execution time for the entire system. On the other hand,
migration decisions can be initiated by the servers or even
tasks themselves [144]. It is worth mentioning that softwaredefined networking and network function virtualization are key
enabling technologies that allow a hardware platform to share
multiple running tasks simultaneously, thus facilitating VM
migration and improving resource utilization [145].
Several techniques regarding VM migration have been studied recently. In [146], dynamic VM migration was proposed
using Bucket code learning and binary graph matching to
divide VMs into groups and place these groups in particular servers. The work considered energy efficiency, migration
cost, and VM to VM communication. In [147] VMs were
named based on the service they provide instead of the traditional IP addressing. In such a way, routing will use the service
name directly thus avoiding service interruption and enables
decoupling services from the VM locations.
The migration process involves transferring all or part of the
memory to the destination server. The pre-copy VM migration
scheme captures and transfers the entire memory to the new
server, whereas the post-copy scheme copies only minimum
amount of memory and system state for the new server [143].
The pre-copy approach is more widely used but requires larger
and variable bandwidth size; therefore, different algorithms
have been adopted in [148] and [149] to reduce the bandwidth
requirements and migration time for such a VM migration
scheme.
An online VM scheduling scheme was proposed in [150] to
optimally relocate VMs across data centers according to users
mobility. The study on that scheme showed its ability to double the achievable throughput compared to data centers without
such VM mobility feature. Moreover, a comparison between
VM live migration in which only recent VM memory is transferred from source to destination to maintain synchronization,
and VM bulk migration which transfers the entire VM memory
for a mobility-aware network showed that the former approach
is suitable for delay-sensitive services whereas the latter consumes much resources and considered as feasible only when
the VM file size is small.
C. Cloudlet/Edge/Fog Computing
To achieve high computing agility, high bandwidth, and low
latency, tasks can be offloaded from mobile devices to cloud
servers located at close physical proximity. Bringing servers
closer to mobile devices can also save energy due to the
short-range transmission. This paradigm is known as mobile
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TABLE VI
E NERGY-E FFICIENT C LOUD C OMPUTING

edge computing (MEC), and after comparing the energy cost
of local computing and task offloading, a mobile device can
decide whether to offload tasks to the MEC server or process them locally within the same device. For example, it was
shown in [151] that the number of devices who decided to
offload tasks decreased when the energy cost of processing
tasks at the MEC server increased.
The study in [152] revealed that replicating popular contents
to distributed clouds can save up to 43 percent of energy compared to centralized unaware clouds. Moreover, 48 percent of
the energy can be saved when contents are migrated according
to the access frequency of that particular content. Furthermore,
slicing VMs and placing them in close physical proximity
to mobile users can save 25 percent of the total energy. In
addition, performing computations locally in cloudlets save
the travel time through the backhaul into the central servers,
and thus support low-latency applications [153]. Furthermore,
the deployment of these mobile edge entities facilitates social
information sharing while reducing transmission delay and the
burdens on central servers [154]. Table VI summarizes some
of the research work related to cloudlet computing.
Traffic routing in cellular networks is performed by the
Serving Gateways (S-GWs) and Packet data Gateways (PGWs). The S-GW devices are responsible for mobility anchoring whereas the P-GWs perform central control for traffic optimization, filtering, and firewalls. These P-GWs are
located at the edge between Internet and the cellular network.
However, having massive amounts of functionalities centered
at the P-GWs and the network core will add undesired delay
and traffic congestion. To improve network scalability and
avoid the aforementioned challenges, the softcell concept was
proposed in [155] such that access switches are distributed
closer to the base stations to perform packet processing tasks,
while keeping simple switches at the core network. Moreover,
a SDN-based controller can be utilized at the P-GWs to perform central scheduling of tasks for cooperative offloading to
save energy for mobile devices [156]. It is also worth mentioning that cloudlets could be placed either at the access points,
aggregation nodes, or core nodes where the interconnection
among these network elements follows different topologies
such as mesh, ring, tree, or hybrid topologies [157].
A similar hierarchical management architecture is called
fog-to-cloud (F2C). The fog computing concept falls inline
with that of the cloudlet in being located at close proximity

from mobile device to provide low-latency and high-bandwidth
to support applications such as medical services and vehicleto-vehicle (V2V) communications [161]. In vehicular clouds,
for instance, a group of vehicles form a cooperative computing and communication entity that share information and
resources. Vehicular clouds have been investigated in [162]
for task migration, considering the cloud and cloudlets as
cooperative service providers. Furthermore, Kumar et al. [159]
formulated an energy-efficient multimedia data dissemination
in a vehicular cloud environment by stochastic reward nets
(SRNs)-based coalition game. Vehicles were considered as the
players that organize their strategies based on the penalties and
profits regarding frame delivery and latency that depend on the
amount of computing demands and the available resources in
the nearest cloudlet located on vehicles or at the road side.
The synergy between C-RANs and edge computing servers
has been analytically presented in [163] as a promising
approach to provide caching and processing capabilities
which are controlled by the C-RAN. This network architecture is known as fog RAN (F-RAN). Furthermore, an
enhanced C-RAN (EC-RAN) paradigm was presented in [158]
to improve scalability and computation capabilities in 5G
vehicular networks by integrating geographically distributed
cloudlets with the central cloud to provide local services more
efficiently. An algorithm for centralized task scheduling was
proposed in [164] to manage a collaborative operation between
mobile cloudlets and infrastructure-based cloudlets. The work
considered the energy-efficient dynamic task offloading such
that mobile cloudlets assist in performing task execution when
the infrastructure-based cloudlet has insufficient resources.
Task scheduling involves multiple steps in order to achieve
a better energy saving in MCC. These steps start by determining which tasks to be computed within mobile devices and
which are offloaded to the cloud. Locally computed tasks are
then mapped onto the processor cores and allocated suitable
frequencies for optimal energy efficiency [165]. Markov decision process (MDP) was proposed in [160] to find an optimal
offloading policy that avoids offloading failures and minimizes
the computing and communication costs in cloudlets characterized with intermittent connectivity. Based on this policy,
mobile users can decide between processing tasks locally or
offloading them to the cloudlet depending on threshold parameters decided by the MDP policy. Furthermore, a policy for
wireless energy transfer along with computation offloading
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towards maximum energy saving has been proposed in [166].
The policy aims at deciding whether to offload computations
to the cloud or to jointly compute within the same device and
perform wireless power transfer along with controlling CPU
cycles for optimal energy efficiency.
Rather than offloading the entire task, partial task offloading facilitates parallel computing and reduces the demand on
wireless bandwidth [167] thus reducing energy consumption
and time delay. To this end, a joint optimization problem has
been presented regarding the smart device computation speed,
transmit power, and offloading ratio under the constraints of
energy consumption and application delay. To obtain further
energy savings, an energy management policy for wireless
energy charging has been presented in [168], where MDP was
utilized to find the optimum policy for the cloudlet to decide
whether or not to buy wireless energy when the battery level
is below a certain threshold, and whether it is willing to accept
offloaded tasks from mobile users.
V. C HALLENGES AND O PEN I SSUES
A. Energy-Efficient Joint H-CRAN and Edge Computing
Deployment
The loosely-coupled characteristic of a fully cloudified
mobile network infrastructure such as the one on Fig. 1 provides high flexibility, reliability, availability, and scalability.
At the same time, it supplies network engineers with more
network parameters and settings that might turn the system
optimization into a daunting task.
Considering the massive deployment of RRHs and servers,
the joint management of wireless and computing resources
arises as one of the most challenging and promising ways
to green the network infrastructure. In this sense, a joint
activation/deactivation of base stations and task consolidation
algorithm have the potential to significantly reduce the energy
consumption on the whole cloudified mobile network infrastructure at the same way that they individually have done in
their own realm. However, to unleash the energy saving potential behind this joint operation, the mobile network operator
should create the appropriate technical and physical conditions to promote it. To expedite the communications between
sites and therefore the VM migration between different cell
sites, a high-capacity inter-site communication network should
be put in place. Although this condition can be relaxed
under the presence of a high-capacity fronthaul, its sharing
between the ever-growing mobile traffic and VM migration
traffic may result in performance degradation for both services.
Particularly, for the edge computing, it may potentially compromise the live migration, which is the process of seamlessly
moving a running VM between different physical machines.
Thus, an inter-site communication network makes the traffic
segmentation and isolation between both services viable.
In a fully interconnected air interface, two energy-aware
server consolidation schemes might stand out: the local server
consolidation and the network-wide consolidation. As the
name implies, the local server consolidation is featured by
a VM migration among servers within the same site while the
network-wide server consolidation is realized between servers

in different sites. From a sustainable operation perspective,
the local server consolidation can exploit the short-term variations on the workload to consolidate servers in the same
cell site and economize energy while the network-wide server
consolidation can take advantage of long-term variations on
the workload to accomplish a profound energy savings since
the server consolidation might involve servers residing on
multiple cell sites. To achieve further energy savings, local and
network-wide server consolidation can be combined with base
station activation and deactivation. For instance, under a light
traffic situation, the base station may be switched off. In order
to keep the connectivity between the UE and the mobile edge,
a network-wide server consolidation can be performed moving the serving VM to an active server in a different cell site
while handing the UE off to the corresponding base station.
Similarly, under heavy traffic load where all base stations are
active, local variations on the traffic load can be intelligently
exploited to save energy by consolidating servers locally.
B. Energy-Aware Revenue Maximization
While the success of mobile cloud computing and IoT pave
the way for the digital transformation, their massive needs for
communication and computing resources might push mobile
network operators towards the formation of coalitions with
public cloud service providers in order to keep up the service
provisioning without making major upfront investment.
The work in [169] presents a framework for revenue
maximization in a coalition between a mobile network operator and public service providers considering a HetNet deployment and a multi-cloud system. The core aspect of the
framework is the integer linear programming model that provides the maximum revenue for each coalition formed among
the players while giving the optimal user association. By user
association, it is meant an end-to-end mapping between the
UE and a cloud data center through a base station. Next, the
concept of Shapley value is applied to individualize the contribution of each player based on the maximum revenue for
the optimal user association. Since the negative economical
footprint of energy may considerably diminish the revenue,
an energy-aware user association that binds UE to clouds
through RRHs taking into account their joint on/off operation
might potentially increase it while lowering the respective CO2
emissions.
C. Cost- and Energy-Aware Cell Site Selection in Hybrid
Power Supplied Deployment
While differences in energy prices due to the geographical diversity have been used as a criterion to reduce the total
cost of distributed cloud data centers, the same criterion might
become meaningless for the minimization of the total cost
on edge computing given the need to process the application
close to the UE. In order to minimize the energy bills and the
dependence on fossil fuel-based energy, mobile network operators can invest on renewable energy. However, the intermittent
nature of solar and wind generation exposes an inconvenient
liability of a full green cell site deployment which makes a
pure clean deployment questionable.
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On the other hand, a hybrid power supplied cell site, where
grid and renewable energy are symbiotically integrated, arises
as a potential solution for the problem of cost and energy
minimization on a fully cloudified mobile network. To get
most out of this solution, mathematical tools such as Markov
Decision Process and stochastic optimization stand out as
prospective candidates to fine tune the use of grid and renewable source considering the randomness of supply and demand
characteristics.
D. Energy-Efficient Data-Oriented Design
Irrefutably, the majority of works in literature assume a
Poisson model as a representation for the data traffic despite
the fact that data traffic is bursty and correlated in nature.
It has been shown in [32] that the traffic autocorrelation has
negligible effect on the total power consumption while the
burstiness’s contribution cannot be put aside. In fact, it was
shown that the more bursty the traffic is, the less total power
is consumed. When it comes to burstiness and autocorrelation, Markov-Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) arises as an
important stochastic process on the realm of traffic engineering
by capturing these features while still addressing simplicity,
tractability, versatility, and accuracy.
Considering the data-driven nature of IoT and mobile cloud
computing, the orchestration of a joint on/off operation of HCRAN and edge computing empowered by local and networkwide server consolidation under a MMPP data source might
unfold the potential for energy savings in an fully cloudified
mobile network infrastructure. This study is unprecedented in
literature.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we have provided an in-depth analysis of
the research progress on energy-efficiency on H-CRAN and
edge computing in order to gain actionable insights on the
design of sustainable fully cloudified mobile network infrastructure. Energy efficiency concerns have been discussed based
on each building block of the network infrastructure, which
paved the way for a holistic analysis of the challenges and
the open issues of a synergistic H-CRAN and edge computing
operation.
With the unprecedented data deluge, motivated by the IoT
and mobile cloud computing, mobile network operators will
inevitably shift to an ultra dense deployment of virtualized
wireless access points and servers which unless eco-friendly
approached will considerably grow their energy footprint to
unaffordable levels. In this sense, we believe that the design
of an energy-aware cloudified mobile infrastructure arises as
an important enabler for a more sustainable development.
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